OBIMAMA WCMT ORDER FORM
$600 Premium Size 6
Congratulations on your upcoming conversion! Please print and complete this form and include it with your wrap when
shipping to ObiMama HQ. You must send a new, unused, washed and pressed 4.6 (or longer) meter wrap to ObiMama, PO Box
4187, Roanoke, VA 24015-4187. US Customers are limited to new, unused, pre-washed wraps from the following list: Girasol
(any), Didymos cotton or cotton/linen Indios, Didymos Jacquard weaves, Didymos Doubleface, Oscha cottons (any variety),
Oscha Cotton/Linens, Uppymama and Meeyoo cotton or cottolin handwovens, Artipoppe cotton and cashmere/cotton blends,
Tekhni cotton, Risaroo cotton, or Kindred cotton. Wraps received that are soiled, worn, or an unsuitable brand/weave/fiber will
either be washed here at Obi HQ for $30 or be returned at the owner’s expense.
THIS CUSTOM WILL BELONG TO
E-MAIL __________
WRAP DUE DATE (8 weeks after slot purchase)
WRAP NAME AND SIZE
NAME OF SLOT PURCHASER and ORDER NUMBER
COUNTRY COMPLETED CUSTOM WILL SHIP TO

Body Size (circle one)

Information
Short stage 1 (16” height x 16” seat)

Included Extras (circle any that apply)
Knee padding

Short stage 2 (16” height x 18” seat)

Neck roll

Tall stage 2 (18” height x 18” seat)

Adjustable hood (not available with medium length straps)

Tall stage 3 (18” height x 20” seat)

Toy loops (providing enough scrap)
Sleep hood loops (providing enough scrap)

Shoulder Strap Length (circle one)
Petite 75”

Charm loops (nearly invisible hidden loops on sleep hood
for clipping on a little bling)

Small 80”
Medium 85” (hood no longer possible)

Waistband Shape (circle one)
Haiku
Classic

Shoulder Strap Style (circle one)
Zen

Waist Size (circle one)

Kombi

Petite

Unpadded

Small
Medium (hood no longer possible)

Please include any details that will come into play during your conversion (ex: a small fabric flaw in a marked location,
preferring the red rail more than the purple rail, etc.). These will be taken into consideration and applied to the best of our
ability. Feel free to send along a sketch.
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THIS CUSTOM WILL BELONG TO

Optional Add-On Features (circle any)
$30 Waist Tattoo (base price, subject to limitations. Please include an image)
$50 Feather Scrap Charm (2 sets of 2)
$30 Ring Waist (not available in the US)
$35 Buckle Waist (not available in the US)
$35+ Pin Tucks (base price, subject to yardage and placement limitations. Please include an image from ObiMama’s body of
work; suggestions will also be taken into consideration to the best of our ability)
$35+ Chevron Pieced Sleep Hood (subject to yardage and placement limitations. Please include an image from ObiMama’s body
of work; suggestions will also be taken into consideration to the best of our ability)
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